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In 1994 we documented for the first time a strong dependence
on the final velocity for the rotational alignment of molecules
emerging from supersonic expansions.1,2 The experiments
involved the measurement of the variation of paramagnetism
of O2 in continuous seeded beams of molecular oxygen (O2 has
an open shell: the electronic spinS and the nuclear rotation
angular momentumK are coupled to give the total angular
momentumJ).

Further evidence of a marked dependence of the alignment
on the speed of the oxygen molecules, within the same
supersonic velocity distribution, came from measurements of
collision cross sections for the O2-Xe system,3 where the
observed anisotropy effects were larger for faster molecules.

After our initial reports on this subject, some related works
using laser probing appeared (for N2

+ drifted in He4 and for
CO in a He-seeded pulsed beam5), accumulating further
evidence of the dramatic correlation between molecular align-
ment and the final velocity.

All these experiments provide alternative views toward an
understanding of the phenomenon of collisional alignment.
Specifically in our work1,2 it was shown that O2 molecules in
their rotational ground stateK ) 1 were not significantly aligned
at low velocitiesV, while the population of those flying edge-
on (i.e., with K ⊥ v) was found to increase, over those flying
broadside (K | v), with the molecular speed.

This was initially contrasted by C. D. Pibel and J. B. Halpern6

(PH in the following) with the findings that CO molecules (as
reported in ref 5 forJ ) 4 and 6) withJ ⊥ v are dominant at
the lower velocities while those withJ | v prevail at intermediate
velocities (for this spinless moleculeJ is also the rotational
quantum number). However, we note that the maximum
alignment was found to be about the same in both experi-
ments,1,2,5even if the velocity integrated alignment is lower for
the CO case.

PH claimed that such differences could not be real and
focused their attention on a possible reanalysis of our paramag-
netism data to obtain new values for the populationsw(J,mJ)
(mJ is the J component along the analyzing magnetic field).
These data provide information on rotational alignment, the
analysis involving1,2,6 a π/2 rotation from the magnetic field
axis to the beam velocity directionv. The latter is the relevant
quantization axis for the collisional alignment phenomenon, and
the interesting quantities that are obtained are the populations
W(K,M) (M defines the projection ofK alongv and the notation
here is the same as in our previous papers1,2 PH suggest one

use exactly the same mathematical formulas employed in our
previous analysis1,2 and make the additional observation that
further constraints arise when the beam velocity directionv is
considered as a good quantization axis forJ.

The application of these further constraints to the analysis of
our data, measured under moderate velocity and source pressure
conditions, allows the determination of population weights in
substantial agreement with our previous analysis,7 but with
smaller uncertainties. However, these constraints appear to be
too severe to account for the paramagnetism data measured
under the extreme velocity and pressure conditions of our
experiments. Even with the PH constraints, the analysis indicates
that our conclusions on the general trend of the velocity
dependence of the alignment (i.e., molecules in the edge-on
configuration prevailing at higher velocities) are qualitatively
unaffected, but the maximum alignment values are smaller than
in our original analysis. A further test comes from the scattering
studies on O2-Xe and O2-Kr systems8 for which we measured,
under extreme pressure and velocity conditions, an increase of
∼2.5% in the total cross section and a shift of∼8% in the
“glory” location (with respect to the case of an unaligned beam).
The PH constraints would account for these effects only up to
1.5% and 4%, respectively.

The focus onv as the appropriate quantization axis to describe
the alignment arises from the physics of the phenomenon under
studysalignment by collisionsand from its suitability for
perspective applications to scattering experiments with aligned
molecules. For collisions of molecular oxygen, thev direction
is the proper quantization axis for the rotational angular
momentumK , its projectionM correlating asymptotically with
a collision helicity quantum number. Indeed,K , and the
electronic spin angular momentumS are decoupled by the
inhomogeneous electric field due to the forces that are operative
during a collision. In a supersonic expansion, because of the
high number of collisions experienced by each molecule with
the faster carrier atoms, these electrostatic forces are those that
are mainly responsible for the rotational alignment. Alignment
can occur through elastic scattering, bending of the rotational
plane and inelastic rotational cooling.1 However, no guarantee
can be given forv being a good quantization axis either forS
decoupled fromK and forJ, especially for collisions involving
low helicities. A natural quantization direction for the spin,
which couples only through a magnetic interaction, may rather
be the direction of the orbital angular momentum of the colliding
system, orthogonal with respect to the rotational plane of the
van der Waals complex and therefore orthogonal tov. This
interaction, which depends on the anisotropy of the charge
distribution in the collisional complex, on the impact parameter,
and on the orbital velocity, is expected to be slowly varying
with the intermolecular distance.9 A similar sequence of angular
momentum coupling schemes is reminiscent of the Hund’s (b)
and (e) cases, describing rotational levels of diatomic molecules.

From this point of view a breaking of the PH constraints6 is
evidence of the failure for the direction ofv to be a good
quantization axis forJ. Therefore our attention is attracted to
the spin decoupling and to its possible polarization during the
process of collisional alignment.10

Further scattering experiments, performed by using supersonic
seeded beams of nitrogen and exploiting anisotropy effects in
the measured cross sections, yielded information on the
rotational alignment alongv for the case of N2 and, therefore,
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in absence of electronic spin.11 Comparison of the anisotropy
effects measured in the scattering experiments of O2 and N2,
carried out under similar supersonic seeded expansion condi-
tions, provides further support for theW(K,M) populations
obtained from the paramagnetism measurements, especially
those under the extreme velocity and pressure conditions of our
experiments.

The PH comment also stimulates some remarks on the
differences in the findings of the various cited experiments. Such
differences have to be interpreted by taking into explicit account
that each experiment probes a different piece of a complicated
mosaicsthat of collisional alignmentswhich is expected to
depend on the nature of the investigated system, on the
intermolecular potentials, and on the number and nature of the
collisions that occur during the expansion. The understanding
of the phenomenon will require us to account, in addition to
the change of the alignment with the molecular velocity, for
other experimental evidences, such as the observed dependence
of alignment on the tested rotational level at various source
conditions and expansion geometries.12-16 and also on the
sampling angle along the beam profile.16,17

Collisional alignment is the result of hundreds of collisions.
The final outcome depends on propensities of the single collision
whose properties are thus fundamental for mechanistic inter-
pretations. A key role is played by the impact parameter, which
manifests in the angular dependence of the outcome of colli-
sions.

As already authoritatively pointed out,4,18close attention must
be paid to the quantum differential state-to-state cross sections,19

which, according to the experiment under consideration, have
to be partially or fully integrated, on the angle and on the
velocity distribution. For the atom-molecule collisions of
interest here, state-to-state differential cross sections can be
classified aselastic (when the rotational quantum numberK
and helicity are both conserved or whenK is conserved but the
helicity varies) andinelastic (when K varies and helicity is
conserved or when bothK and helicity vary). Exact quantum
mechanical studies of these phenomena are now feasible. Using
an accurate interaction potential for O2-He,20 we performed
extensive close-coupling scattering calculations21 of state-to-
state differential cross sections at various collision energies in
the range pertinent to the alignment experiments.

Some results for O2 in the rotational stateK ) 522 and for a
center-of-mass collision energy of 6.8 meV (corresponding to
a relative velocity of about 600 m/s) are anticipated here and
reported in the figure. It is important to note how for high center-
of-mass scattering angles and for particular molecular orienta-
tions, the helicity changing and the rotational inelastic cross
sections may be comparable to, or even larger than, the pure
elastic ones. Further calculations are providing information on
dependences on both the collision energies and the involved
rotational levels.

In our experimental configuration, the beam is analyzed well
downstream (about 1 m after the expansion and with a final
defining slit of 0.7 mm). The cone of acceptance is therefore
e10-6 steradians. This unusually high angular resolution allows
the sampling of the molecules that have suffered the largest
number of those elastic and inelastic collisions, leading to a
final transversal velocity close to zero.

Small and intermediate angular momentum scattering events
enter the laboratory forward component of the differential cross
sections (backward in the center-of-mass; see Figure 1). Relevant
here are theinelastic events, which account for the nearly
complete relaxation even from highest populated levels down

to K ) 123 (the ground rotational state, which is the one being
analyzed). Therefore, these calculations support the cartoon
previously presented,1 i.e., that inelasticities involving small and
intermediate impact parameters are most effective for molecules
flying edge-on, rather then for those flying broadside. The latter
must bend (see b and c in the figure) before relaxing or relax
but bend at the same time (see b′ and c′). The figure shows that
these processes occur sideways in the center-of-mass and
therefore at large impact parameters. For the edge-on flying
molecules in high rotational levels, the propensity to relax to
the ground state, by collisions at small and intermediate impact
parameters and involving a few helicity changes, is enhanced
by the occurrence of a large sequence of inelastic collisions.
This route, which involves large momentum transfer, leads to
the observation of high speedK ⊥ v molecules, in the beam.
See also a relevant discussion based on a classical trajectory
analysis.18

In the experiments, which probe not fully relaxed rotational
states and which are carried out by analyzing a much wider
molecular beam profile,5,16a crucial role is played by the elastic
contributions to the differential cross section, to be integrated
on the proper range of scattering angles. Indeed, for these levels,
the selectivity and role of inelastic collisions are expected to
decrease. Molecules, as for the example ofK ) 5, when flying
broadside, may dominate at high final speeds, being accelerated
by elastic events in the forward direction for the laboratory
frame, or backward in the center-of-mass (see the case 5f 5
in a panel a of the figure). We can argue that to this class belong
also the molecules that in a drift tube offer the highest resistance
to the flow.4

In conclusion, in agreement with point (3) in ref 6, we believe
that progress has been made and will be made by explicitly
taking into proper account the different experimental observa-

Figure 1. Quantum mechanical state-to-state differential cross sections
for the O2-He system for a center-of-mass collision energy of 6.8 meV
and O2 in the initial rotational levelK ) 5. Numbers indicate initial
and final helicitiesM. Panels a, b, c: elastic processes (final rotational
state,K ) 5). Panels a′, b′, c′: inelastic processes (final rotational state,
K ) 3). Among the results not reported, those for leading to an increase
of helicities are similar to those reported for elastic events but much
smaller for inelastic events. Also negligible are events involving
rotational and/or helicity jumps larger than(2.
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tional conditions as a basic requirement to approach a very
complex and stimulating problem from complementary view-
points.
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